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Problems of intégral geometry of lattices in an
Euclidean space Ez*

RODICA TRAJSTDAFIR (Bucarest)

Summary. - In this paper the author establishes an intégral formula refer-
ring to lattices iu an Euclidean space E2, by whick some of S. OsMo's
theorems [3] are found directly and some suggestive interprétations of
these theorems are obtained, some new theorems being also given. The
results thus obtained are applied to some usual lattices in the space Ez*

L. A. SANTALÖ has worked up a systematical study of the pro-
blems of intégral geometry referring to the lattices in an Euclidean
plane and has obtained a uuraber of gênerai results [6], [8] which
have been applied to the lattices built up by means of some regular
figures.

Some of Santaio's results have been extended to lattices in
the space Ez and the space En by S. OSHIO [3], [4].

I shall prove hère a gênerai intégral formula for the lattices
in the space EB, from which I deduce Oshio's results and giye a
number of new results that are applied to the lattices built up by
means of some regular spatial figures.

DEFINITIO:^. - We call a lattice of fundamenta domain in the
space JB3) a séquence of domains <x0, CL19 <X2, ..., which satisfies the
following conditions:

1) Each point P in the space, belongs to one and only one oĉ

2) Each domain a, can be superposed on a0 by a motion T of
the space, which superposes every oc7i on an a ,̂ that is, by a motion
which leaves invariant the lattice given.

The domain a0 is called fundamental cell of the lattice and a
domain a, is called a cell of a lattice.

Consider now a fixed figure üf0, which may be a domain, a
surface, a curve, a System of surfaces, a System of curves. a System
of surfaces and curves or a System of points (the points are consi-
dered a sphères of null radius).

Suppose the figure KQ is conditioned in the fundamental celL
a0 and let K be a mobile figure.
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Let

(1) I=f f(Kof]K)dK.

where ƒ is a integrable function of the figure Ko f] K (in case
where Ko f| K = 0 , we take ƒ = ( ) ) , and dK is an elementary
kinematic measure in the space Ez, that is

(2) dK = | sin 6 | [dPd?d6d+]f

P being a point rigidly linked to the région K, (cos y sin Ô, sin o
sin 0, cos 6) being the directoris cosinus of a direction rigidly
linked to the figure K, and ty being the angle of the rotation round
the axis.

We can write

i J

We apply to the space E the motion T%, which superposes the
cell a4 on the fundamental cell a0; that is T?at = a0. This motion
transforuis the figure K into the congruent figure K* = TtK.

Taking into account the invariance of the elementary kinematic
measure, we have dK* = dK, hence

= S ƒ f (K* f! TrlK*)dK* = S ƒ A^o H

If we consider that the figure Ko f| Tt
lK is congruent with

tK§ 0 K, consequently we have

• ==[[3 AT.*,
«o

From here as well as from (1) we deduce the following formula

f f(K0 n *)<**: = f [s A r;^. n

Let us assume now that the figure if0 is a domain JD0 of volume
Vo, whose boundary öif0 has area So, and the figure Kis a domain
D of volume V, whose boundary dK has area S. Denoting by /̂(
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the EULER-POIJSTCARE characteristic of the domain Do and

(4) H

where HQ is the mean curvature of the surface dK0 and dv0 is the
area element on this surface, we write the main kinematic rela-
tionship of BLASCHKE [1] (x)

(5) ƒ X(D0 fi D)dK = SrJ[V;/iD) + VX(D0)]

If we take in (3), f(DQ [}D) = 7(D0 fl ̂ 0), and taking into account
(5), we have:

f ? -

«o

where 791 is the EULER-POINCARÉ characteristic of the intersection
of D with the figures TfD03 that is with the lattice genera'ted by
the reproduction of Do in each cell aM the integer being extended
over P e a 0 ) 0 < cp < 2TT, 0 < 6 < TC, 0 < ^ < 2TT.

Ou the other hand, we have

2ü 7T 2n

(7) jdK = j dep ƒ sin 6d9 1 dJ/ ƒ dP = 8itl«0,

where i?0 is the volume of the fundamental cell a0.
From (6) and (7) we deduce the mean value of 7

= ye-/(j) + V7(i>n) so j ï + SFO

Let us consider now as a figure J5T0 a curve (Fo) of length I>0

and as a figure K a surface of area S. In that case, if we dénote
by n the number of intersection points of the surface K with the
curve (Fo) we have Santaio's formula [5] (2)

ƒ
(») Pag. 547.
(2) Pag. 39.
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Taking, into account this relationship in (3), we get Oshio's
formula [3] (3)

«o

where n represents the number of intersection points between
the surface K and the lattice generated by the reproduction of
(ro) in each cell aA.

From here as well as from (7) we deduce:

From this formula it results, that it is always possible tofind

a position of the surface, which has at least h ö ~ | points common
to the curve (I\) t^vol

If we suppose that the surface K may be intersected by the
lattice generated by (Fo) in nx or % points and if we dénote by
pl and pt the probabilities that the surface are K is intersected
by the lattice in nv and n% points respectively, formula (8) is written
as follows:

SL,
n>Pi + ntpt = -2— .

Considering px + pt = 1, we have

SL0 — 2n2Vn 2 n ^ 0 — SLft
PPl ~

Let us take a fixed surface iT0 of area So and a mobile surface
or area 8 and let f(K0 [} K) = s (the length of the intersection
curve of the two surfaces).

Taking into account Santaio's formula [7] (4)

we get the formula obtained by Oshio in an other way [3] (5)

(3) Pag. 39.
(*) Pag 352.
P) Pag. 42.
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where Lai is the length of the intersection curve of the surface
K with the surfaces TtKOi that is with the lattice generated by
the reproduction of ÜTO in each cell a,.

From hère as well as from (7) it results the mean value:

This formula tells us that it is always possible to find a position
of the surface If, whose intersection with the surface Kn has at

c o
least the length -̂ •— .

Suppose that the domain Do and D in Blaschke's formula (5}
are simply convex. In that case we have 1\B) = 1̂DO) = J. Denoting
by v the number of simple convex domains, of which the domain
Do f| B is formed up, we have 7(i)0 [\ D) — v and the formula (5)
gives us:

ƒ ' = S*2l Vo + V) + 2K(S,H + SH»)

where K = I) {] dD.
Tt(king into account this relation in (3), we get

SJïo

Avhere v is the number of simp, x convex domains, of which the
intersection between the domain D and the lattice generated by
the reproduction of D in each cell at is formed a3.

From hère as well as from (7) the mean value results

Thus it is always possible to find a position of the domain D,
Vn+V

whose intersection with Do is formed up from at least —— 1-

SM+SH, .
simple connex domams.

Supposing that the intersection between the domain D and
the lattice generated by D is formed up from v1 or v8 simply convex
domains withpj andp2 respectively, the probabilities corresponding
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to formula (9), we write

hence

— V2|

Considering 2)0 = <x0 |J Sx0 and denoting by n the number of
simple connex domains, in wkich the domain D is divided by the
lattice, formula (9) is written as follows:

where So is the area of öoc0 and has the measure of the set of the
planes intersecfcing the boundary 3x().

Hence we have the theorem:

Any simple connex domain of volume V, whose boundary dB
has area S, can be covered by

<:!+! + *» + **•

cells of a lattice whose fundamental cell has volume v^ and whose
boundary has area s0.

Let us apply this result to a lattice formed of cubes of side a.
In this case we have vQ = a3, 50 = 6a2.

To calculât e fc0 taking int o account BLASCHKE, formula [2] (6)
which says that the measure of the sefc of the planes intersecting^

a convex polyhedron is equal to ^ S I®î5 l being the length of am

edge of the polyhedron, and cp, the dyhedron angle corresponding
to this edge, and the sum being extended to all the edges of tha-
polyhedron. So we have h0 = S™.

Hence:

V , 3S SR
+ + +

(») Pag. 89.
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This formula has been proved by SAKTALO in the case of a
topological sphère [9] (7).

Suppose that the figure Ko is formed of n points, and the figure
K is a body of volume V. Taking into account that a point can
be considered as a sphère of mill radius, we have So = Vo = 0,

0) = m and Blaschke's formula (5) becomes

f
where n is the number of points inside a position of K.

If we dénote by m* the number of points in the lattice gene-
rated by the reproduction of KQ in each cell at, contained inside
K, formula (3) gives us:

ƒ m*dK =

the formula proved in an other way by OSHIO [3] (8).
From here as well as from (7) it results:

(10) M[m*] = ~ .

«Supposing that inside the body K we may have m* and m*
points and denoting by px and pt the corresponding probabilitLes,
formula (10) is written

mipx+mi2p%~ ~

hence :
m V — m* v« fit? vn — m V

0
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